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A vaulted, covered entry introduces the spacious three bedroom, hvo bath Casa Narciso. 
With the addition of an optional desk and wet bar, one bedroom becomes a cozy den. The 
dining nook beside the kitchen or the formal dining room with patio view are thoughtuflly 
arranged. The wood-burning fireplace in the living room is situated as a focal point, and 
the patio terrace extends the indoor I outdoor relationship of the plan. A luxurious master 
suite is secluded for maximum privacy. Arched openings lead from the master bedroom 
past the double wardrobes to the dressing room with vanity. At Casa Narciso, your every 
desire has been anticipated .in an incomparably fine residential design. 
'Renderings and floorplans are not included to show specific architectural detail. 
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A sheltered porch, an impressive entry foyer and a dramatic atrium with graceful French doors 
to the formal living room highlight the two bedroom, two bath Casa Maya. 
A wide arc:h frames the entry to the formal living room which overlooks the rear garden 
terrace while a wood burning fireplace provides a quiet corner for entertaining or relaxing 
at home. Here is a bright corner kitchen adjacent to the sunny dining room, both overlooking 
the interior atrium. A lavish master bedroom suite is a personal retreat. Thoughtfully 
arranged for every comfort and convenience, the Casa Maya is a rewarding home displaying 
design excellence of the highest standards. 
'Renderings and floqrplans are not intended to show specific architectural detail. 
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Sure to please the most discriminating tastes in residential design, the two bedroom, two bath 
Casa Rosa displays unusual innovations for maximum privacy. The large formal living room 
oriented to the garden terrace, the den with gracefully arched opening, and the formal dining 
area form an inviting entertainment unit. A dining nook in the kitchen provides a comer 
for casual meals or a quiet breakfast. The lavish master bedroom suite with arched opening 
to the dressing room, huge walk-in closet, built-in vanity and private bath is appointed for 
luxury. The secondary bedroom shares the garden view. With a deceptively easy flow of 
space, Casa Rosa is one of those classics of simplicity which provides enduring pleasure. 
*Re11deri11gs and floorp/ans are not intended to sliow specific arcliitectural detail. 
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Among the distinctive homes of the Fiesta Series at Casta del Sol, the two bedroom1 

two bath Casa Violeta is a special blend of C:cillfornia casual and Eastern formal design. 
The entry corridor effective.ly zones the private areas from the entertaining areas of this . 
distinctive home. The living mom -bes_ide the patio and dining room is invitingly arranged 
for festivities or quiet relaxation. The large kitchen and dining no~k are separated to one side, 
and the secondary bedroom can be converted into a charming den. The master bedroom suite 
is secluded from all major activity areas for the peaceful retreat from all cares of the day. 
Casa Violeta is a very special residence-blending tradional comfort with contemporary 
convenience for design unity and ease of living. 
'Renderings and floorplans are not intended to show specific architectural detail. 

FIESTA MODEL 
Casa Violeta 




